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SIJMMARY

The Nuclear Materials Development Facility (NMDF), building 055, was utilized for
research, development, and production work orr radiotoxic nuclear fuels, pimari]y 239Pu.

The decisior was made in FY 1982 to decommission the facility as part of the Department

of Energy's (DOE'S) Surplus Facilities Maugement Program. The intelt was to
decontaminate and decommission (D&D) the NMDF to the extent it would be suitable for
unrestricted use.

A project plan was prepared to desc.ibe the scope of the work, the techniques used,

and the equipment needed for D&D. Activity requirements and detailed work procedues

were prepared to defilre the work required on each major segmellt of the decommissioning.

A facility description, history, and the special techniques used during D&D a.e given

in this report. The more significant D&D activities, which include glovebox decontami-

nation, support area contamilation, and HVAC decontamination, are summarized in this

document. The NMDF was decontaminated to levels that were as low as .easooably

achievable (ALARA), but in all cases to levels below the limits prescribed for unrestricted

use. The disposal of potentially contamilrated NaK, contaided in 10 bubblers that wele

used to purify the inert atmosphere of the glove boxes, also is discussed.

The decommissioning of Rockwell's NMDF began in October 1982 and was com-
pleted in Ociober 1985. Fina'l surveys, waste shipments, ard the final report were

completed by March 1987. The final schedule for the proj€ct is shown in Section 5.0

(Figure 45).
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ACRONYMS

ACR activity requirement

AEC Atomic Enersr Commissioo

AFS advanced fuel systems

AI Atomics Ioternational

ALARA as low as reasonably achievable

ANL Argoure National Laboratory

D&D decontaminationanddecommissioning

DOE-RL Departmentof Enerry-Richland

DOE-SAN Department of Enerry-San Francisco

DWP detailed work procedure

EBR-tr ExperimentalBreederReactor-ll

FFTF Fast Flux Test Facility

FY fiscal year

HAD heat-activated device

HEPA high{fficiencyparticulateair
HP health physics

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory

LASL Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

LMFBR liquid metal fast breeder reactor

LSA low specific activity
MSA Mine Safety Appliances

NMDF Nuclear Materials Development Facility

NTS Nevada Test Site

PCS performance control system

PROVE plutonium recovery optioo verification exercise

R/A radioactive

RFP Rocky Flats Plant

RHO Rockwell Hanford Operations

RIHL Rockwell International Hot Laboratory

RMDF Radioactive Materials Disposal Facility

RRD Reactor Res€arch Division
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SFMPO Surplus Facilities Management Program Office

SNM special nuclea. materials

SSFL Santa Susana Field Laboratory

TLD thermoluminescent dosimeter

TRU transuranic
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1.0 BACKGROIJND

I.I FACIIJTY HISTORY

The Nuclear Materials Development Facility (NMDF) Ouilding 055) was completed

in 1967 and was pressed into service in 1968 for two programs in support of the

govemment's Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF). The first program was an anab/tical

chemistry routrd-.obil, which was used to verify analytical techniques for the analyses of

mixed uranium-plutonium oxide fuel pellets. The purpose of the second program was to

develop a technique to directly recycle scrap mixed uranium-plutonium oxide pellets back

into the fuel fabrication cycle. Both of these programs were corducted during the period

of April 1958 through June 1969.

A new govemEent p.ogtam was introduced to the facility in July 1968' This

program was to develop a technique to introduce microquaotities of trmgsten into mixed

uraoium-plutonium carbide. The purpose of the microscopic dispersion of tulgsten tas to

act as nucleating sites for flssion gas. This program ran until June 1970.

ln Ap.il l9?0, a fabrication effort 'tas initiated for Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL), This effort produced mixed uranium-plutonium oxide pellets that were used by

ANL for irradiation tests. The effort lasted until September 1970' at which time the

facility was put on a stalrdby maintenance and srfveillance mode.

The facility was removed from standby in March 1974 and made ope.ational for

participation in the government's Advanced Fuel Systens (AFS) Program for liquid metal

fast breeder reactors (LMFBRS)' concurently, another AEc program was conducted

during the 1974 to 1915 period when the facility was being upgraded and outfitted for the

AIR-I fuel pin program, This program demonstrated the use of a molteo salt combustor to

reduce the volume of transuradc (TRU) solid waste.

Development of the process to reduce the volume and weight of TRU waste began in

19?4 when bench-scale combustion tests on uncontaminated waste were carried out'

Subsequently, combustio[ tests of plutonium-contaminated waste in a be[ch-scale

combustion unit were made at the NMDF'
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A total of thiee moltel salt combustio[ tests were completed using the bench-scale

equipment setup shown in Figure l.

Volume ieduction factors of 45 for the molten salt combustion process without

p'lutonium recovery and a factor of 57 with plutonium recovery were realized. An

economic analysis indicated the entire cost of a molten salt combustion plalt fo. TRU

waste would be recovered during the first year of operation.

Conc\ment with the molten salt combustor p.oject completion, the facility
preparatory tasks for the AFS pin fabrication program also vere rcarly finished. The

iltitial phase of the program included process developme[t of the synthesis of mixed

plutonium-uranium carbide ioto high-density fuel pellets. This Process development had

required equipment procurement and facility modifications for the following ope.ations:

. Receival, sampling, analysis, alrd stoiage of raw feed materials, including
ceramic-grade PuO2 Powder

. Batch weighlng, blending, and agglomeration of PuO2 powder, UO2 powder,
and graphite

. Carbothermic reduction of oxide powders and graphite to plutonium- -

uranium carbide

r Conversion of plutonium-uranium carbide to nitride

Chemical analysis of carbide or nitide sample

Crushing and milling of carbide or nitride

Pressing of carbide or nitride pellets

Sintering of carblde or oitride pellets

Product analysis

. Chemical analysis of selected pellets

. Metallographic examinatio[ of selected pellets

. Preparation and packaging of sc.ap materials for shipment to recovery
vendoa,
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Facility modifications were required for new environmental standards, new

safeguards stardards and requirements, and new licensing and radioactive (R/A) materials

facility operating standards of safety. Rockwell invested $355,000 of capital funds in

process equipment ald facility upgrades for this proposal.

1,1.1 Eiwitbnmen:al

An environmental assessment vas performed, involving the ability of building 055 to

withstand credible earthquake and toroado damage, and a number of modifications to

strengthen the glove box lines and associated piping and ventilation systems were

recommended, designed, and implemerted. Approximately $24,000 ill capital funds were

invested to upgrade the facility.

1.1.2 Safeguards

During the time the facility l|ad been in standby mode, safeguards requi.ements had

been reviewed and updated. To purchase an intrusion detection system, fixed-SNM

(special ouclear materials) detectors, walk-through metal detectors, explosive detector,

entry-exit station, perimeter lighting, and door hardedng, $65,000 in capital funding was

required. These measures and the engineering required for design, installation, and

checkout were performed to meet the criteiia rPcessary to allow the fuel fabrication

program to p.oceed.

1.1.3 Facility Licensing atd Safetv

A number of additional requirements centered on facility safety issues, nany a

direct result of lessons learned frortr the Rocky Flats fire in 1969. A third stage of

higb-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtration and spark arrester were added to the

glove box line ventilation system. An assessment and test verification of the

effectiveness of the glove box fire suppression system and a safety analysis addressing the

behavior of plastic glove box windows under the design basis fire were performed.

Aralysis, design, test, and installatioa of a glove box pressure relief system were

completed prior to initiation of fuel processing. Rockwell invested $81,000 to modify the

facility.

Ar-DOE-13559
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1.1.4 Fuel Processins Equig:nent

Approximately $185,000 of capital funding was illvested in new equipment to

increase throughput capacity by a factor of 10 over existing natiolal laboratory fuel fab-

rication capabiliti$. The major cost items to support the schedules were the

carbothermic reduction fitrnace alrd the sinte.int furnace (Figure 2), each with a s-kg

load capacity. Other equipment required included recorder-cont.ollers, liquid solids twin

shell bleoder, hydraulic pellet press (Figure 3), ball mills and accessories, analytical

chemistry equipment, glove box atmosphere hygrometers, and oxygen monitors.

All of this equipment was purchased, installed, checked out, connected to facility

alarm systems pr-ior to acfial production fuel batches being processed in 1975-1976 after

certification by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (now LANL-LoS Alamos National

Labo.atory) and RRD (Reactor Research Division).

Atomics International was the responsible contractor for the AIR-I experiment

designed X276 when irradiated in the Experimental Breeder Reactor-Il (EBR-ID. The

Fixed carbide fuel had the composition shown in Table 1. The 316 stainless steel-clad

fuel pins r,rere sodium bonded and had both shrouded and unshrouded pirls. Figure 4 shows

the pellet loading station and Figure 5 the component parts of the fuel pin'

Flow diagrams for the fuel pellet fabrication and fuel element fab.ication a.e shown

in Figures 5 through 9,

The 1977 RRD funding levels were in a state of flux with the new administratio['s

position on nuclear ener$f. Because of budget constraints, RRD notified AI to close out

the Mixed Carbide Fuel Fabrication P.ogram in May 1911. Funding levels were

maintained to keep the facillty operational and perform some decommissioning work on

excess glove boxes. Carbide fuel was oxidized and glove box lines we.e cleaned' Four

glove boxes vere cleaned to non-TRU levels by a combination of foam cleaning and acid

wash. They were packaged and shipped to land burial'

Ar-DOE-13s59
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9071-1822CN

Figrre 2. Fuel Pellet Sintering Futnace
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9071-1830CNAi

Figure 3. Automatic Pellet Press
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TAILE I
CHEMICAT ANAIYSIS OF (Pq tI) CARBIDE FIJEL

Batch Number E-0190 Batch Number E-0100

AI LASL AI LASL

Uranium (wt. Z)

Pu,/(Pu + U)

7.)

tr2 O2

Niirogen
0xygen

Beryl I ium

Cobalt

Lithium

Nickel

Silicon
Sodium

z)

0.200 ! 0.005

5.00 I 0.10

Lini t oom

1000

1000

300
20
20

20
300

20

250
20

200
10

500
200
t0

200
200

300
100

300
300

s00
300
200
200

75.84

0. 198

s.08

5.01

790
260

<1 0a
<0.5 NDb

<t 0

25
<l
50
<50
l5
<I

100

l0
3

<10 0

50
r 500

5

3

<200 l,tD

<250 0

2

<50 0

<200 N0

Approved by LASL and
R00 (see I ast column)

't6.29

r8.49

5.OZ

4.92

190
472

<t 0
<0.5 ril0

<t 0

2

150

<50
t0
<l

r50
8
2

<10 0

t0
I500

<50
25

3

<?O(] ND

<250

5
<50 N0

<200 ND

Approved by LASL and
RDo per_( l)^TVX.dated 3
J!ne ryl b, Lunnlnqnam
to Thorne (66864T) ! (2)
Letter dat€d 4 August
1976, \,laterbury to
Jones (l00g5AT): and
(3) Letter dated l4
Septenbe. 1976, Lee to
Jones ( 12304 AT)

ND . Not detected.
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Figure 4. Loading of (U, Pu) Cx Pe ets Into the Shroud

Figure 5- Advanced Fuel Systems Component Pat'ts and Subassemblies
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In November 19?8, AI received $538,000 funding to fabricate depleted uralium-

carbide blanket pellets for Combustion Engineering. Equipment was cleaned up and

checked out by March 1979 for the first development batches. Production was started io

June. Cood progress was made orr the first 15 batches. At this point, several equipment

failures were experienced that ruined 75% of the batches run after No. 15. The main

problems were air leaks in the ca.bothermic reduction furnace and powder particle size

distribution caused by equipment wear. These problems had been solved just as the

decision was made to terminate the program in late 19?9.

Efforts begao immediately to clean out the glove box lines and ciush and oxidize the

uranium carbide. M pellets were inspected, encapsulated, and shipped to the

customer. Negotiations for the d€commissioning of Atomics loternational's plutonium

fuel fabrication facility were then initiated with the Department of Energy (DOE).

1.2 DECOMMIS$ONING PROJECT PURPOSE

The NMDF site contained R-/A structures, systems, components, co[crete, and soil.

The facility was decommissio[ed to remove atl significant .adioactivity from the site and

to release the facility from all requirements for radiological coltrol, licersing, or

monitoring (unrestricted release). The facility was decontaminated to levels that are as

low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) at completion of the decommissioning and release

for unrestricted use, and in all cases, below the levels specified in Table 2'

Ar-DOE-13559
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TASLE 2

ACCEPTASLE LIMITS FOR RTSIDUAI RADIOACTNITY
(ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAVROCKETDYNE)

Surface contanination
Beta-gania eni tters

Surface dose rate
At 1 ch th.ough Trnglcm2 absorber

Anbient exposure rate
Atlmfrohsurfaces

Soil contanination
239pu

Released to unrestricted a.eas

5,000 dpn/100 cn2
l0O dpri/loo cn2

0.1nrad/h

15,000 dpml]00
300 dp'i/lo0
0.5 nrad,/h

cn2
cnz

mR/h above background

<ll0* of local

1,000 dpm,/100

20 dp/]00

iAverase over a lrnz area
b a;i;;;;ai"e deasured in l+z area, averaged over 100 cm2
CNRC requirerent for building 055 only.
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2.0 FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The NMDF building enclosure is a tilt-up concrete structure 200 ft long, 50 ft wide,

and 15 ft high (Figues l0 and 11). The building is divided into an administration area,

change rooms, chemistry and other service laboratories, a glove box room, a vault, and

facility equipment rooms, The design permits outward expansion of the building from

either side. The facility layout is describ€d in Section 2.1.1.

Primary plutonium containment was provided by the glove box system. Secondary

containment was provided by the pressure-controlled zones in the building, which include

the glove box room, chemical support room, general support room, counting room,

electronics shop, darkroom, R/A exhaust equipment room, arld the vault. Air locks were

provided at the main and rear entrances to the posted zones. The facility ventilation

system was desigred to force airflow f.om clean areas toward areas of hithest R-/A

material contamination potential.

The normal entrance way to the administratioo area and posted zone is through the

main entraoce at the fro[t of the building, Except ilr emergency situations, Protective

Services and the facility supervisor gtust be informed prior to opening any of the other

external d@rs, These doors are normally secured with keyed locks and quick-release

devices to facilitate emergency evacuation.

2.1 BIJILDING AND SYSTET'S

The NMDF building is constructed of noncombustible materials, including

windowless, precast, tilt-up concrete slab walts of 6-io. thickness and a co[crete slab

floor. The roof (consisting of lightweight, taned felt and gravel) is supported on steel

deck panels and girders.

The portion of the building slrounding the pressure-cootrolled zooe is constructed

and maintained by Thiokol Goint filler and crack sealer, filled concrete joints, painted

concrete surfaces, weathe.proofed doors, and suitable partitions)'

AI-DOE-13ss9
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The floors of the glove box room and chemical support laboratory had a pol, r'inyl

linoleum cove.ing for the concrete floor vith a minimum of seams fo. easy contamination

control.

The building is provided with the followiog systems:

. Air conditioning systems, itrcluding temperature and humidity cotltrol

. An R/A exhaust system for the facility posted zones

. A separate R./A exhaust system for glove boxes

. Clove box lines

. Radioactive liquid rvaste holdup system

. Electrical power distribution, including an emeigency power generatioo

system

. Amunciator and control panels

. Alarms and instrumentation

. Fire and control systems

. Pluhbi[g system

. Storage vault.

2.1.1 Faciliq. Lavout

Figure 12 shows the layout of the building 055 enclosure'

2.1.2 office Area

The office area consisted of a reception lobby, secretarial office, five offices

suitable for management and elgineering, a design engineering office, a conference room'

a Health Physics (HP) office, two restrooms, a clothing change ioom, and a shower room'

Ar-DOE- 13559
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Figure 11. Aerial View-NMDF, Building 055
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2.1-3 Supoort Aiea

The support area contained a darkroom for the processing of film and netatives

taken of metallurgical samples. An HP cou[ting room was located next to the darkroom.

Three laboratories rrere provided. In the first laboratory, chemical sampling and

experimentation were conducted. In the second laboratory, electronic setups and paocess

equipment repairs were made and the third laboratory was utilized for metallotraphic

work associated with the productiol line.

2.1.4 Glove Box Room

The gtove box room was 8l ft 6in, long by 61 ft 6in. wide by 15 ft high.

Construction is the same as described io Section 2.1. The room contained two glove box

lines as shown in Figure 13. The fuel fabrication line had 14 glove boxes connected to a

transfer twurel and the analytical line had 15 glove boxes that were connected to a

separate transfer tunnel. Figure 14 displays the work station and the atxiliary equipment

locations within the glove box room. Design details of the boxes are shown in Figures 15

and 16, respectively.

2-1.5 Stainless Steel Materials Storaee Vault

The fuel storage vault was constmcted of g-in.-thick, reinfo.ced-concrete walls,

ceiling, and floor. It had a combimtion lock, vault-ti.pe door that opened to the glove box

room, The vault was connected into the building exhaust and was equipped for inert gas

and fire extinguishing. Refer to Figure l0 for dimensions and location'

2.1.6 Radioactive Exhaust Syst€m

All air beilg exhausted f.om the building had to pass through the main bank of

high-efficiency filters, which were located in the R/A exhaust filter room (Figure 1.2).

Twenty-seven filters rveie aranged in nilre isolatable units of three filters each

(Figure l?), Filters could be replaced by isolating one unit at a time, changing the filters,

and puttilg the unit back in service.

AI-DOE-13559
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All air that was exhausted from the glove box room and the Ch€!tristry laboratory

was prefiltered through high-efficiency filters before it reached the main filter bank,

thereby providing double high-efficiency filtration fo. those areas having primary

involvement with radiological hazards.

All air that was exhausted from other cootainment support areas was prefiltered

through low-efficiency filters ahead of the main filter bank.

The glove box exhaust system, which was separate from the building exhaust system

(Flgure 17), ircorporated a series of three high-efficienqy filters. Gas or air being

released from a box passed through a high-efficiency filter located inside the glove box

before entering the exhaust pipint. At the end of the main pipilg run, a metal filter

served as a fire-stop for burning material that may be passing through the system.

Beyond the fire-stop were parallel double high-efficiency filters in series with automatic

isolating valves that allowed ooly one filter system to be active, with the second double

in-series filtet'slGtem serving as a backup to the active filter system'

If a large quantity of particulate matter could get past the glove box filters and

loaded up the active final filter system, the system would first start the standby blower'

and if this did not provide sufficient air movement, the system would su'itch to the clean

staldby filter system.

The above supposition of Particulate matter getting past the glove box filter was

based primarily on the probability of an incident in a glove box that damaged or burred

out the glove box filter. To avoid the possibility of hot gas€s going past the fire-stop and

buining the fhal filter, a vent valve (CV-6) opened on high temperature in the duct to

allow room air to enter and cool the hot gases by dilution.

Blowers E2a and E2b served the glove box exhaust systems shown in Figute 17'

Under normal op€rating conditions, blower E2b was in seivice and blower E2a was on

standby. The glove bo)( exhaust system normally functioned as a static system with the

small quantities of argon and air being released from the boxes amounting to or y I ftJA'

Ar-DOE-13559
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Because each blower had a capacity of 700 cfm at 8 in. of wate., the exhaust

headers were Eaintained at a negative 8 in. of water by bleeding outside ai. ilrto the

system just ahead of the blowers.

If a glove failure occurred, the dump valve opened to provide sufficient airnow

through the glove to ensure containment of R./A material. If pressure in the exhaust

system increased to a negative 4 ln. of water, the standby blower E2a automatically came

on to support the operating blower if fan E2b was ruaning and SW 302 was in the auto

position.

2.1.7 Liquid Radioactive Waste Holdtp SvsteD

Alt floor drains, sen/ice sinks, and laboratory sinks potentially capable of receivint

R/A liquid waste vere directly comected to the R/A liquid waste system (Figure 18). No

fluids known to be contaminated vere allo'lvd to be introduced to the E/stem. Known

contaminated fluids were solidifled as WA waste.

A manually operated, three-way valve permitted selective discharge of the change

room shower draios to either the R/A liquid waste system, or to the sanitaFi sew€r

system. Normal position of the valve was to the R/A system, to accommodate emergency

situations. If nonemergency showering was required, that did not involve WA particulate

matter, the shox.ers were dratned to the sanitary sewel $/stem. To eliminate the

possibility of R/A contaminatiol entering the sanltary sewer system, the showe.s were

restricted ard used only for emergency pwposes.

Potentially contaminated liquid wastes flowed through underground soil piping to the

control tank installation at the southeast corner of the building 055 yard area. Wastes

first eotered the hot vaste clarifier tank (T-l) for removal of suspended solids' A

float-controlled punp (P-5) then automatically transferred the clarified liquid to the

230-gal receiver tank (T-2). when this taDk was full, a sample vas analyzed to determine

if radioactivity r/ere present, and the contents vere then manually discharged to one of

the looo-gal holdup taDks (T-3 and T-4) for future disposal.
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Final disposal from holdup tanks was made by pumping (P-6) safe liquids to adjacent

surface drainage ditches. Any contaminated liquids were solidified and disposed of ai
appropriate R/A disposal sites.

Each WA waste tank was equipped with two high-liquid-level transmitters

nected in parallel, which caused an ala.m at high liquid level.

2.1-8 Boiler ard Inlet Air Room

2.1.8.1 !a{er. The boiler was manufactured by

Califo.nia), nodel WGH-2?500. This unit is located

(Figure 14). Specifications include:

. Input, Btu/h

. Rating in ft2 of equivalent hot water radiation

. Natural tas

. Output, Btu/h

. Minimum bypass, Btu./h

. Maximum water pressure, psi

. Minimum 7 irl. of water
o Heating surface, ft2

Ajax Boile. Company (Gardena,

in the boiler and inlet air room

2,7s0,000

14,666

2,200,000

1,375,000

t25

2.1-8.2 k et Air. Two principal air supply systems serve the facility, as shown in

Figure 19. Both a.e f.esh air, incorporatirg temperature and humidity control.

System l, located in room 128 (boiler and inlet air room), supplied the glove box

roorn with -18,000 ftr of air per mirute. Air was distributed in the room th.ough a sintle

duct located centrally and running the full length of the room, -l1ft above the floor.

This direct supply combined with infiltration air gave the glove box room a minimum of 10

aiI changes per hour.

System I is sered by uits UCI-a and UCl-b, including water chille. units wcl-a
and WCl-b with chilled water pumps P3-a and P3-b a'ld cooling wate. tower CT-l with

cooling towei pumps P+a and P4-b.
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system 2 (tocated iu room 201) supplies the offices, change rooms, and laboratory

areas with -8000 ft" of air per minute. This system is served by unit WC2, a four-zone

unit that utilizes direct expansion coils and an air-cooled condenser section.

Air entering the office area is exhausted through the corridors to a transfer duct in

the toilet and change room a.eas.

Air entering the laboralory areas at a rate of 10 air changes (or more) pe. hour was

exhausted through the main exhaust system to the atmosphe.e.

In both systems, humidity is controlled by the use of a reheat cycle. Outdoor air

entering the systems is heated as required to bring it to an elevated tempe.ature suitable

for humidifying the spray cooling. The saturated air then passes th.ough a chiller coil to

provide sensible cooling and dehumidification and from there to zone reheat coils to

satisfy zone thermostats. Both systems are single-pass systems with no recirculation'

No direct air is being supplied to corridols 125 or 130, rcr rooms 128, 132, 133, or

20t.

2.1-9 Emea€encv Power Geneaator Room

The standby generator urit located in the emergency generator room (Figure 12) is a

200-kW contimtous, 230-kVA standby source at:d 277/48OV, 3 phase, 4 wire, 60H2,

1800 rpm (P. F. Onan, model 230-DFM-4XRS).

The €ngine is a 4-cycle, diesel-typ€, 1800-rpm Cummins tu.bocharged NTA-400

engine,

The alternator is an Onan 'TUagnetizer" 4-pole unit with static exciter and regulator.
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2-1.9.1 Accessories. Accesso.ies include:

. Low oil pressure gage

. High water tempe.ature gage

. Overspeed and overcrank tachometer

. Individual safety liElts

. Immersion oil heater

. Abovq-giound fuel tank and couplings

. Battery rack with 20 nickel-cadmium batteries, Nife rnodel HIP-8

. Battery cha.ger unit, fully automatic, 120-Vac input, Lamarche model
A5-',10-24.

2.1.9.2 Standby Generator Operatins Control. The standby generator is automatically

started, by the closu'e of a set of contacts in the automatic contact switch, afte. a time

delay following the loss of normal power. The standby generator is automatically shut

down after a time delay follo,ring the restoration of normal power.

2.1.10 Annmciator and Control Panels

The two annunciator panels were located in the administrative area near the main

ent.ance and on the north wall of the glove box room. These were the monitoring,

communication, and control centers of the facility and associated glove box system.

The admidstrative area anmmciator panel (Figure 20) lanps, pushbutton controls,

and audible signals were operated with the maio annunciator chassis and relays io the

glove box r@m armuniciator panel. In essence, the administrative annunciator was a

remote station-although it had more alarm points, which enabled it to monitor the entire

facility,

AI-DOE-13559
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Figu'e 20. Admhistrative Aiea Armrmciator Panel
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2.1.11 Alarms and lpstrumentation

Two separate radiation detection systems, in addition to the lsual portable HP

radiation equipment, were provided (Figure 2l).

The first system was a Tracerlab "TAP" system sensitized to beta-gamma radiation

alrd was used to alarm for criticality. Two detectors we.e used: one at the south end of

the glove box room, the other in the vault. Upon actuation of eithe. detector, a

mechanlcal siren was iurned on for 15 s and an automatic signal was transmitted to the

Security Center. At the same time, the facility annunciator would actuate the outside

beacon and red ,xarning lights rvould automatically turn on. In addition, an electronic

siren would be souuded from the €mergency public address speakers. Any siren sound was

always a signal for an immediate facility evacuation, pei established procedures. The

TAP system vas strictly under ihe jurisdiction of the Security Center and under no

circumstances was it to be adjusted, calib.ated, or altered by building 055 persomel.

The second radiation system was a plutonium air monitor system. This s).stem w4s

directly under the control of the buildirg 055 health Physicist. The plutonium air monitor

system sampled the air in.the glove box room at ooe or more statioN ard the stack

exhaust with . one station. The plutonium mooitor used a solid-state detector and

monitored alpha radiation only. The pulse output of the detector was screened through a

disciiminator "window" to reject all pulses except those with the enerty value of
plutonium alphas. The output meter of the monitoi was calibrated in counts pe. minute.

A single alarm point was provided in the exhaust stack to signal the annunciato. panels in

the glove box room and the administrative area. The annunciator lights were amber al|d

the audible signal was a horn. Another function of the alarm circuit was to automatically

instigate a transfe. of the glove box exhaust filters to the standby filte6. This transfer

was based on the premise that a rupture in the on-streaE filter had allowed excessive

plutonium up the stack aod a new fresh fllter was necessary for .adiation safety.

AI-DOE-13559
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The plutooium air monitors used in the glove box room weie of similar construction

to the stack monitor, except that they were designed for portable plug-in use alrd could be

comected to any of the plutonium air monitor stations. The glove box room plutonium air

monitor statiorls included receptacles fo. instrument power (115-Vac, un egulated),

vacuum coruEction for air sampling lines, vacuum pump power (lls-Vac, unregulated) in

case of air sampling vacuum failure, and special signal wiring. A maximum of five

monitors could be used, although only one unit was required to be in ope.ation at all

times. If one was not used, a trouble signal was transmitted to Ldustrial Security. When

a glove box room monitor was operating, it was cormected to the building annunciato.

system and any excessive radiation would be announced.

A remote monitoring mete. had been located ir the HP room ll4 to effectively

monitoi the five portable plutonium radiation air detectors located in the glove box

room. To obtain reading from any one of the monitored locations (labeled A through E),

one of the five lever-type switches was momentarily flipped up. RetEr to the off
position was automatic after release of the lever. An additional five future positions

were available by downward flipping of the lever switches.

- The monitor indicating meter was a narrow, horizontal type made by Sigma

Instrument Company. The input to the ildicating meter was preceded by a high-input

impedarce, solid-state preamplifier, mounted in the same sealed case as the metei. No

zero or range adjustment was available except mechanical positioning of the meter zero

point, A high-limit alarm, with a froDt-mounted set point indicator, also was included as

part of the indicator meter (actually, a mete. relay), but the alarrtr was not actually used'

The preamplifier and alarm relay obtain power f.om a 115-V convenience outlet. As

there was no on-off power switch, the device could be shut off only by pulling the power

plug or it may be left on continuously.

The iodicating meter and the five lever switches were mounted in a cabinet on the

south wall of the room. The input to the remote indicating meter was obtained from any

of the five plutonium air monitorilg stations. The signal {,as in the low dc mV level'

transmitted to the meter by shielded wire.
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2.1.12 Fire atd Control Svitch

The facility fire detection system included three systems with all control panels

tocated in the electrical room. System I monitors were all manual stations

Oreak-the-glass type). System 2 moaitors were all heat-actuated devices (HADS) located

in the individual glove boxes and glove box tumels. System 3 was a Pry-A-Larm system

divided irto thlee-zone cove.age. The Pry-A-Larm detectors were of the ionization

t)pe, and were used throughout the facility, except inside the glove boxes (Figure 22).

All fire alarm signals were automatically traDsmitted to the SeclFity Center. In

addition, a local horn was ftrlled on and the annunciatoi panels in both the glove box room

and the administrative area vere actuated.

Each tlove box tumel had a HAD set to trip at -150 to 150"F. Electrical contacts

were normally open, closing to alarm. The device \ras bimetallic operated and was of

rugged industrial construction. The detectoi was connected by a cord and could be

located any'{here within the glove box. Preferred location was in the centet'of the glovp

box near the top. The detectors operated at 115V, 50H2, and normal electrical

precautions were observed. Reset action was automatic after restoration fi'om an alarm

condition.

A fire signal would cause the following subsequent actions to occur:

. A yellow light on top of the affected glove box oi trnnel would flash
c tinuously.

A miniature yellow flashing light with a glove box station nunber would
turn on. The light was located in the glove box room annunciator panel.

An amber-cotgr€d annunciator windo$r engraved "Fire in Glove Box andlor'
Tumel" would flash and horn would sound. Both the annunciator window
a!!d horn were located in the glove box room annunciator panel.

Simultaneously, a slaved amber light and horn would operate in the
administrative annunciator panel.

Horns could be turned off by operating either of the "silence" pushbutto$,
which are located on the glove box room and administrative area
annunciator panels, The annunciator windovs would change from flashing
lights to a staady diEplay upon silencing of the hom.
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2.1.13 Sectritv Po6t

The only building forming part of the protected a.ea barier rvas a po.tion of the

primary central alarm station (building 155), as shown in Figures 23 arld 24. The walls are

constructed of 2- by 4-in. wood studs with 3/8-in. plywood on both sides. A

secured-access passageway (roon t36) exists between the entry lobby and room 138 and is

referred to as the 'imanned station." Entrance to the secured-access passageway is

through door 45, which is a solid-core wood door. Entrance from the secu.ed-access

passageway to the marned station is throuEh door 47, which is a solid-core wood door,

with a 25- by 36-in. opening in the upper portion covered 'xith two panes of clear Lexan

(3/16 in. thick).

There are six windows in room 137-the piimary alaim station. Three windows on

the lorth side of the room provided visual access to the ent4/ lobby; secured passageway;

mamed station: and rooms 139, 136, and 138, respectively. The 'r'indow in the south side

of room 137 permits observation of ingress and egress to building 055. The windows in the

east and west ends of the r@m provide general visual surveillattce of the noithein portiqn

of the protected area. All these windows corsist of Lexgard bullet-resistant material

(1-l/4-in. thick).

The roof of this building is of wood rafters with a 5/8-in.-thick plywood ceiling,

5/8-io.-thick plywood roof sheathing, and built-up composition roofing.

DEing the period wherl building 055 was on "full securiq/' status, building 155 was

equipp€d with a variety of safeguards alarms (e.9., an intrusion detection system,

fixed-SNM detectois, walk-through rDetal detectors, explosive deiection system,

entry-exit station, perimeter lighting, and door hardening). Th€se alarm systems were

also tied into the main Industrial Security headquarte6 at the Santa Susana Field

Laboratory (SSFL).
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FigEe 24- Secu'iqr Post, Buildina 155

2.2 PR.EDECONTAMINATIONSTATUS

A1l areas vere kept radiologically clean throughout the facility. This was

determined by routine smear surveys and a .equirement to clean any areas in which

removable alpha activity was detected; however, some areas had enclosed or confined

contamiration or were expected to be contaminated on the basis of the operating history.
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2.2.1 Support Area

The Chemistry laboratory in the support area had two HEPA-filte.ed hoods that

were known to have fixed contamination. The Quality Assurance laboratory was used for
waste package scaoning and was suspected of lo1{ levels of contamination, Some alpha

activity was released to the room when a plastic bag containing waste leaked. Detectable

activity was cleaned at the time of the .elease.

2.2.2 Glove Bo)( Room

Al1 easily accessible surfaces of the glove box room were kept clean. However,

some alpha aciivity was released to the room when a plastic bag covering a glove box port

split as a result of overp.essurization caused by a so'lenoid valve failure. Au detectable

activity was cleaned up during the decontamination effort that followed this incident.

Another known sou.ce of contamination was from an oil leak from a vacuum pump that

penetrated the floor covering. This resulted in a small portion of the concrete slab

becoming contaminated.

2.2.3 Stainless St€el Materials Storage Vadt

The vault had no known areas of contamination.

2.2.4 Radioactive Exhaust Filter RoE

The filter room had no known areas of contamination, but contained the cootami-

lated filter system for the glove box exhaust. The filter system for the glove box room

also was in this room and was not known to be contaminated; however, because of the

difficulty of demoistrating this by survey measurements, it was assigned a "contami-

natedl stattrs.

2.2.5 Liquid Radioactive Waste Holdp SysteE

This system had low-level contamination, as the result of evapo.ation of floor mop

water caused by solar heatlng of the holdup tanks.
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3.0 DECONTAMINATION OBJECTIVE AND WORK SCOPE

3.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of thls effort was the decontamination and decommissioning of the

NMDF to the extent that it would be suitable for unrestricted futu.e use, Contamination

was removed to the extent that no retulatory agencies would place controls, limitations,

or conditions on the future use of the NMDF because of the presence of R./A material.

3.2 WORK SCOPE

3.2.1 Plamine

The building 055 Decontamination and Deactivation Plalr (N704TI990061) defined the

overall technical approach to the decommissioning program. The primary SNM materials

handled in the building we.e plutonium and uraoium. Contamination from these two

materials and decay daughter products, primarily americium 241, was present inside the

glove boxes, the transfer tunnels between glove boxes, the hoods in the controlled area,

and the glove box exhaust system.

The decootamination and decommissioning (D&D) plar provided for the requirements

and detailed procedures of the removal of tooling, equipment, materials, and waste f.om

building 055 and for the decontamination of the building structure itself,

Activity requirements (ACI{S) and detailed work procedures (DWPS) were writteo for

majoi elements of the NMDF D&D. The ACRS describe the requirements and resfaints

imposed to perform a given task, while the DwPs give detailed instructions on how to

perform a given task. Table 3lists the ACRS and DWPS according to task.
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TASLE 3

ACTMTY REQIJIREMENTS AND DETAILED WORK PROCEDURES

Document Title ACR llumber DllP Number

Glove 8ox Cl eani ng

Glove Box Removal

Tunnel Cl eani ng

Tunnel Removal

Packaging of Glove Boxes and Tunnels

LoY-Vol une Exhaust Removal

Uti 1i ti es Removal

Llquid Haste Retention System Removal

Support Area Decontanlnation

High-Vol ume Exhaust Removal

NaK Puri fl ers

Fl nal Survey

Haste Shl pment and Dlsposa'l

Fl nal Rectification

t{7044CR990029

N704ACR990030

N704ACR99003r

N704ACR990032

N704ACR990033

N704ACR990035

N704ACR990036

N704ACR990037

N704ACR990038

N704ACR990039

N704AeR990040

N7044CR990041

N704ACR990042

t{704ACR990043

N704D1,1P990072

N7040nP990073

N70401,rP990074

117040NP990075

N704DIP990076

N70401,,1P990078

N70401,,tP990079

N7040r,rP990080

N704DnP990081

N704Dt{P990082

N/A

l{7040}.lP990084

N7040',,rP990085

N/A

The piocesses used in the ACRS ar|d DwPs for D&D were selected afte. a study of

state-of-the-art D&D methods. The study included discussions with several companies

cu.rently involved in D&D operations, The companies consulted included General

Electric; General Atomics; MSA, lnc.i LANL; and the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP). One

direct result of this study was the determiaation that size reduction of the glove boxes

was rot economically feasible. Discussions with MSA, loc., also helped to d€termine the

best way to clean the NaK bubblers that ttere originally manufactured by MSA, Inc.

3.2-2 Decontamination Operations

The building 055 decontamination operations began with the decontamination of the

glove boxes and tunnel sections.
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The glove boxes arere emptied of equipment, decolrtaminated, and disconnected

from the t.ansfer tunnel and exhaust system. The tunnels were decontaminated and

removed from the support systems in sections -5 ft long. Both the tunnel sections and

glove boxes were packaged for disposal as low specific activity (LSA) waste. Hand

scrubbing, followed by strippable paint and paint removal, was very effective in t'educing

contamination levels itr the glove boxes and tumel sectiolrs to well under the upper limit
for LSA waste. Some hot spots ir the glove boxes needed extra effort in the form of wet

and dry abrasive materials.

The building's filtered exhaust E/stem reEained in operatiorl for as long as possible

to maintaio a negative piessule in areas of suspected contamination. The filtered exhaust

slatem was removed after both the building interior and the equipment in the building had

been decontamilated and the NaK bubbler cleaning process was completd. The liquid

waste system was kept in an active condition until the areas of highest known contami-

nation were decontaminated. The system was also used while performing the NaK bubble.

cleaning operation. Th€ liquid waste slatem was removed while the filtered exhaust

E6tem \\'as still active. As a general rule, all materials within the building wele

surveyed, decontaminated if necessary, size reduced, and disposed of as LSA vasie. Even

clean items within the controlled area wete cotsidered suspect contaminated materials

and disposed of as LSA waste after size reduction.

Support utilities for the glove boxes, including the low-volume exhaust, we.e

subsequently removed and packaged for disposal. The support areas, along with the glove

box room, were decontamioated. The liquid waste system and hiSh-volume exhaust

system were then removed and packaged. All \raste was packaged to meet shipping and

burial iequirements. The packaged wi6te was shipped to a controlled DOE disposal

facility.

3.2-3 Radiation Control

All activities and operations performed at the NMDF were governed by the

Radiation Safety Plan for NMDF (N704SRR990021). All changes made to the.adiation

safety procedures had to be authorized by Radiation Safety personnel. Revised

procedures {,ere distributed to all personnel directly affected by the changes oade.
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Removable contamination limits for both radiologically posted and unposted areas

are in Table 4. The upper limit of allowable contamination listed in the table was that

which, if reached, required an immediate cessation of operations and the immediate

decontamination of the contaminated areas. The action limits specified in the table were

upper limits of the amount of general area contamination in excess of the action limit
required prompt decontamitration.

TASLE 4

SURFACE CONTAMINATION LIMITS FOR PLUTONITru

Area Acti vi ty Upper Limit Action Linit

unposted areas and
radi ation areas

toral
Removabl e

100
20

dpm/100 cml
dpm/ 100 cm-

0etectabl e
Detectabl e

Contani nati on
areas and ai rborne
R/A areas

Total
Renovabl e

2500 dpm/100
500 dpm/100

)
cn;
cm-

Detectabl e
Detectabl e

Restrl cted access
areaS

lotal
Removabl e

Unspeci fi ed
Unspeci fl ed

Detectabl e
Detectabl e

Copies of radiation and contamination survey repo.ts have been given to operation

and Radiation Safety supervision for retention, The repoits indicated contamination and

radiation levels at specified locations throughout the facility. Copies of the sulvey

reports will be .etained indefinitely by RadiatioD Safety.

3.2.4 lvaste ManageEent

The R/A wasle categories were: (1) LSA-less than 100 qci/g of waste material and

(2) TRU-more than 100 nct/g of waste material. The TRU waste was shipped to

Rock'{ell Hanford Operations (RHO) for long-term storage and the LSA waste was shipped

to either RHO or the Nevada Test Site (NTS) for shallow-land burial' The waste has b€en

packaged and shipped in accordance with the following RocLetdyne R/A waste handling

proceduies aad plarls:
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. 094QAP-00 lnspection Requirements for the Shipment of Radioactive
Materials

shipment of Radioactive waste

Radioactive Material-Packagilg, Shipping, and Transpor-
tation Plan

Radioactive Material Packaging and Shipping Quality As-
surance Program Plan.

N00loPl50003

N0010P000002

. 089QPP000001

3.2.5 oualitv Assurance

The Quality Assu!'ance Proglam Plan was initially based on the requirements of the

A-EC Manual, Chapter 0820, and updated DOE Order 5480-l' As the prog.am prog.essed,

additional iequirements we.e added per DOE Order 5700.6 and ANSI/ASME NQA-I,

Quality Assuraoce Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities' The primary objective

of the plan was preserving the health and safety of the decommissioning Pe.sofflel and the

gene.al publlc, as well as protecting the environment. This objective was accomplished by

reviewing all documents generated for the program, participating in all design reviews,

and corducting periodic audits to verify compliance 'rrith all procedures used during ihe

decommissioning. The Quality Assurance department also verified that personnel had

received the necessary radiation safety training prior to the commencement of work

activities a!d, through audits, verified that radiationdetection instrumelts were

calibrated correctly. In addition, Quality Assurance verified that all wA waste was

p.operly identified aod packaged according to applicable r€quirements. Filtal radiological

survey sampling plans and results weie .eviewed and approved by Quality Assuraltce.
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4.0 WORK PERFORMED

4.I PROGRAM AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The NMDF decommissioning was administered by the Suqrlus Facilities Management

Program Office (SFMPO) of DOE-RL working through DOE-SAN, which managed Rocket-

dyners activities on the project, The NMDF D&D protram was initiated by the Nuclear

Services segment of the program office structure and began with the preparation of the

top-level guidance and p.oject plans and concluded with the fiml report.

A program plan described the task and delineated the objectives of the program. In

addition, it described the procedures to be used for cost and schedule control and

reporting, pu.chasing and subcontract control, and program and engineering data control.

Requiremeots for the Quality Assurance P'la!!, Operational Safety Plan, Training Plau,

Dismantling Plan, ACRS, and DWPS we.e also presented,

The Rocketdyne program office acted as liaison with DOE representatives, who

monitor€d the project and with all organizations that were ilvolved during the perform-

ance of the project, The program office also was responsible for the overall schedule and

budget performance and fo. the submission of the schedules and budgets. A perfo.mance

control system (PCS) was used to monitor progress and to initiate corrective action when

necessary. All reporting to DOE and its delegated representatives was done by the

progxam office, including the monthly, annual, technical, and final reports.

4.2 PROJECTENGINEERING

Project Engineering, within Rocketdyne, followed the guidance of the program plan

and prepared the decessary documents to accomplish the physical decommissioning of the

NMDF, The top-level document prepared by Project Entineerirg was the building 055

Decontamination and Deactivation Pla!. The second-level documents were the ACRS. To

satisfy the ACRS, many subseivient documents were prepared, including test plans and

reports, specifications, design reviews and reports, operating procedures, and DwPs that

were used to direct craftsmen performing the physical work.
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Project Engineering also was responsible for developing techriques to be used during

the decommissioning of the NMDF, including development of a process to passivate the

NaK bubblers and the subsequent design and constnrction of the system.

Project Engine€ring, acting through the Rocketdyoe Engineering department, was

responsible fo. the technical adequacy and completeness of documents prepared as the

program progressd. Day-to-day problems dealing with the dismantlement activity also

were handled by Project Engineering.

4.3 DECONTAMINATIONOPERATIONS

4-3.1 Glove Box Room

4.3.1.1 Clove Boxes ard T|rlrrel s€ctions. The flow diagram used in cleaning the glove

boxes is shown in Figure 25" Figure 26 shows the glove box room prior to decontamina-

tion operations. The equipment from all of the glove tloxes was size reduced and

removed. Figure 27 shows size-reduced equipEent being packaged as TRU waste. The

glove boxes were decontaminated, using the ALARA principle, to levels less than those

required for classification as LSA waste. Decontaminating the boxes also made handling

and packaging th€ boxes safer alld less et9ensive. All boxes were decontaminated by hand

scrubbing and coating with strippable paint. Figures 28 atld 29 show the strippable paint

being applied alrd then removed. when localized high-spot contamination collectively

caused a glove box to b€ classified as TRU,taste, a decontami[ation of those areas was

always accomplished. Sanding, in addition to scrubbing and using strippable coatings, was

used to eliminate these local spot contaminations. Once the glove box had been slneyed

and determitred to be LSA, the interior s.nfaces of the boxes were painted to cove. open

porosity and to fix the residual cootaDination. Based on a study performed by Gercral

Electric. Rustoleum was chosen as the most effective paint to use for fixing the contam-

ination. The Rustoleum was chosen because it adhered well du.ing bend tests of painted

saEples. Figlre 30 shows the glove boxes being surveyed after decontamination' Figures

31 and 32 show a glove box being packaged as contaminated LSA waste. Figure 33 shows

the glove box packaged and ready for shipment,
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Figure 27. Packaging TRU waste
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Figure 28. Strippable Paint Application
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Fit|re 29. SEippable Paint Removal
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Figure 30. Glove Box Survey
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Figure 31. Glove Box Packagin& Structural Support
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Figure 32. Glove Box Packaging, Plastic Wrap
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Figlre 33. Glove Box Packaging, Complete
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Removal of the boxes included disconnecting all the utilities from the glove boxes:

specifically, removal of all coltrol devices and instruments from the tlove boxes, removal

of all glove boxes from the tunnels, .adiological surveying to determine if the removal

operations contaminated the floor of the building or the outside of the glove box or

tu$el, and all postremoval decontamination that was necessary' All equipment

disconnected from the tlove boxes was surveyed, treated as potentially contaminated,

decoltaminated as necessary, and disposed of as LSA waste.

The turmels were cleaned i[ a manne. simi]ar to that of the glove boxes and then

completely removed. The transfer dolly alld track were decontaminated and then

removed from the tumel. Tunnel removal included the disconnection of all utilities from

the tunnel, removal of all control devices and instruments from the tunnels, removal of all

tunnel sections from the exhaust system, .adiological survelng determining whether or

not the removal op€.ation contaminated the building floor or the outside of lhe lunnel,

and all necessary postremoval decontamination.

The two tunnel lines were removed in sections. One tunnel consisted of 12 s-ft-long

sections, while the other tunnel comprised 8 s-ft-long sections. Both tunnels had cross

sections of -15 in. by 24 in. A small glove box with an exhaust system was located at the

end of each tunnel. This removal activity is detailed in DWP N704DWP9900?5.

4-3.1.2 Glove Box Line Slptrt Slrstems. Decommissioning of the glove box involved

support systems u[ique to the g'love box plus utilities that ve.e common to the facility.

4"3.1.2.1 lrw-Volume Radioactive Exhaust Svstem. The low-volume exhaust

consisted of two s-hp blowers, a stack, two double absolute-filter banks, two 8-in,

heade.s, the capped pipe (which formerly cofflected the glove boxes and transfer tunnels

to the system), and the associated valves and cootrols. The stack was in common with the

high-volume exhaust system (room exhaust). The absolute-filter banks and all

componelrts upstream of them were contaminated with trace quantities of plutonium and

uranium and were handled as coltaminated waste. The downstream side and the filter

housing itself surveyed cleao, but they were still handled as suspected contaminated LSA

waste. This activity was detailed in DwP N704DWP990078 aod included the removal of

all components of the system except for th€ stack. All items were packaged as LSA
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waste for disposal. All glove box and transfer tunnel sections were disconnected from the

low-volume exhaust system prior to the start of this activity.

4.3.1.2.2 Utilities. The glove box room was serviced by a number of utilities.
Those that were used specifically for glove box and traDsfer tumel operatiols were

disconnected from the glove boxes and turmel sections prior to this activity. The utilities
that serviced the tlove boxes included cooling water, argon, argon-hydrogen, helium,

dry-air, vacuum, helium-argon, and elect.ical and control wiring. Utilities that serviced

the glove box room, in general, included compressed ai., electrical power, a.ea lighting, a

PA system, phones, sp.inklers, motion detectors (inoperative), emergency lights, fire
alarm circuits, radiation alarm system, and intrusion ala.ms. The hood and high-volume

exhaust system are handled as a separate task. The scope of this activity included the

removal and disposal of all contaminated components of the aforementioned utilities
within the glove box room. Contamination levels were low and limited to the exterior
surfaces of components, except for the vacuum line. All of thesg materials were handled

as contaminated LSA waste.

4.3.1.3 Glove Box RooE Structural Surfaces. Because of the nature of work conducted in
the facility, all srn-faces within the controlled area were considered to be potentially

contaminated. The floor covering consisted of 5-ft-wide runs of liltoleum, The linoleum

was removed and packated as LSA contaminated waste, The concr.ete floor, after
removal of the linoleum, was radiologically surveyed over 100% of its surface, also due to
the previous release of coDtaminated materials. No contaminatiolr was found in the
controlled area except for one "hot" spot on the glove box room floor near the nuclear

materials vault. The concrete srdace at this spot was chipped to remove the

contamination.

The ceiling support structure surfaces were found to have measurable fixed-spot

contamination in the painted surface. Abrasive pads ard detergent decontamination

materials were used on the pai[ted surfaces to remove the contamination.

Figures 34 and 35 show the glove box room in the final stages of D&D,
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38D95-9/1 2/85-O 1 B.

Figure 34. Glove Box Room, Interim D&D
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6D212-10/9/86-S1S

Figlre 35. Glove Bo< Room, Final D&D

4.3.2 Snpoort Areas

The support areas in building 055 included all areas south of the change room

ent4frays except for the air conditioning and heating equipment room, the electfical

equipment room, and the emergency power room. Some of these areas were not expected

to be contaminated but were surveyed for verification. The shaded areas in Fiture 35

indicate those areas considered support areas,

All equipmeot and mateiials that were to be removed from the facility we.e

surveyed and, if necessary, decootaminated, All equipment aIrd surfaces remaining in the

support areas have been decontaminated to the levels presc.ibed previously in Table 2.

Fixed items such as sinks and light fixtures were surveyed alrd cleaned or removed and

disposed of, as necessary. Other equipment and furniture vras decontaminated by wiping

with paper towels and a decolttamination agent. Decontamination methods used on walls,

ceilings, and floors depended on the type of surface involved and whethe. the contamina-

tion had been fixed with paint. Decontamination of the walls, ceilings, and floors required
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Figu'e 36. Access Areas, Building 055
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the removal of paint or other surface materials in some a.eas. Where possible, foam

cleaning was the primary method used.

After paint or other surface materials had been removed, the subsurfaces were to be

surveyed and, as necessary, decontaminated, Foam cleanilg and scabbling methods were

used when decontamilation was .equired, Contaminated liquids generated during these

ope.ations were solidified fo. disposal.

All areas of the building with vinyl tile floorint had .epresentative floor tiles taken

up. These representative tiles, and the substmcture of the floor beueath the tile, were

surveyed to verify that there vras no R/A contamination in those areas'

4.3.2.1 Analytical Chemisf" Laboratory. The two hoods were contaminated with

depleted uranium and minor amounts of plutonium. The equipment in the hoods and the

interior of the hoods was wiped down to remove loose contamination, The utilities were

disconnected, the prefilter banks removed, and the hoods disassembled. The liquid drain

lines to the hoods weie to be removed as described in N704ACR990037. The absolute

filiers and the high-volume exhaust hood were removed as per N704ACR990039.

Because the hoods were known to be contaminated, all of the equipment and

surfaces in the laboratory were potentially contaminated. The internal surfaces of the

hoods were painted to fix the contamilation prior to packaging as LSA waste. The vilyl
tile was.emoved and packaged as R/A waste. All nonchemical materials and equipment

were disposed of as LSA waste, All chemical rtrateiials were analyzed to etsure that they

were not radioactively contaminated. Chedicals were disposed of as chemical waste p€r

Procedure EC04,10, Disposal of Hazardous Waste by Generating Organization, from the

Rocketdyne E[vironEental Control Manual.

4.3.2.2 Electrical Sr.['port Roon, The electrical support room was found to be clean, as

expected. The electrical panels and the wiring were removed from the room. Palels and

vriring were packaged for disposal as LSA waste, although geoeral scanning survey

instruments indicated Iro measurable contamioation. This approach was deemed more cost

effective than survelng every wire to ensure that no contamination was present.
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4.3.2-3 Chanqe R@8. This area was shown to be clean. The three floor drains ilt the

shower area ald the sink drain r,/ere removed during the liquid waste retention system

removal activity. The floor tild was r€moved, and all equipment and surfaces were

surveyed. Figure 3? shows the change room during the D&D activity; some benches and

equipment have already beeD .emoved.

4.3.2.4 Hallwav. This area was shown to be clean. The floor drains and the sir* drain

were to be retuoved duriog the liquid vaste retention system removal activity. Selected

samptes of floor tiles were removed for survelng and verified that the floor was not

contaminated.

4.3.2.5 Other SlD96t Areas. The remaining suppo.t areas' including the nuclear

mateiials vault, radiatign instrumentation support room, photographic darkroom' and

quality assurance support rcom, were found to be clean. All areas were surveyed and any

equipment that was contaminated was decontaminated x'hen practical. All €quipment and

firrniture, except for radiological flrvey equlpment, were treated as potentially

contaminated materials and disposed of as LSA vaste. The radiological survey equipment

was decontaminated, as necessary, and used durtog the entire D&D project.

4.3.3 Liouid Waste Retention Svstem

The R./A liquid waste retention system at building 055 was designed to receive and

process liquid wastes from the sinks in the chemistry laboratory, support laboraiory'

change room, and floor drains. A il-in. drain line caried the waste to the process and

storage area that was located southeast of the building. This area contained two settling

taDks with capacitles of 185 and 230 gal; two 1000-gal storage tanks; and their associated

pumps, level gages, filters, valves, and piping.

This activity was described in N704ACR990037 and included the removal of all

remaining liquid and sludge waste in the liquid waste retention slatem, removal of all

drain lines betiveen the various liquid sources and the process and storage area' removal

of the four process and storage tanks and their associated equipEent, and the packaging

and disposal of all components, as necessary'
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Figl.tre 37. Chante Room DlIring, D&D
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This system was not erQected to be highly contaminated. A survey of all compo-

nents verified this assumption; very little plutonium had been released to the system. The

components of the system were size reduced ald disposed of as LSA waste. The excava-

tion sites for drain removal were surveyed and soil samples taken. Analysis of the soil

samples verified that the soil was not contaminated.

4.3.4 High-Volume Exhaust Svstem

The high-volume triple HEPA-filtered exhaust system filtered and removed air f.om

all areas of building 055. Along with the supply air system, it provided pressure differ-
entials in the building so that air always flowed from areas of low potential contamination

to areas of higher potential contamination' The tvo hoods that were io the chemical

laboratory and the one that was in the glove box room were also exhausted through this

system. The hoods that were in the chemistry laborato.'y were disconnected from this

system during the support area decontamination activity.

A bank of nine parallel sets of absolute filte.s was located just upstream of t,{o
30-hp exhaust blowers. Prefilters and absolute filters were also located at each inlet in

the glove box room, vault, and each hood. The air was exhausted through the 55-ft stack.

The components of the high-volume exhaust system that were potentially

contaminated, and subsequently removed for disposal as LSA waste, included the hood in

the glove box .oom and all filte6, ducting, and controls in the glove box room and in the

vault. Because there were absolute filters at all inlets to the exhaust system, only the

external surfac€s of the ducting were suspected to be contaminated. Surveying showed

that the ducting {,as not contaminated either on its inner surfaces or on its outer

surfaces. The filters, ducting, and controls that were oo the upstream side of the blowers

in the exhaust system filter room and the blowers and components that were downstream

of the filters were presumed clean and surveyed to verify that this was true. All parts of

the high-volume exhaust, after size reduction (where applicable), were handled as suspect

colrtaBinated waste and disposed of as LsA waste.
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The high-volume exhaust system was not shut do,xn or dismantled until afte. all the

other contaminated systems had been removed from the facility and all decontaminatioo

of the building was completed,

4.3.s@

Ten NaK glove box atmosphere puriflers were used at the NMDF to purify and

remove orygen from the inert atmosphere of the nuclear fuel-handling glove boxes,

Absolute filters were located at the inert gas inlet and outlet ports of each glove box,

with the bubbler located external to the glove box between the filters (Figue 38). The

inlet and outlet of the bubblers were surveyed for plutotrium contamination in 1975

(Figure 39), when they were removed from service and have since been treated as

.adioactively contaminated coltainers.

The bubblers were -18 in. in diameter and 28 in. high. They contained -42 lb (7 gal)

of an eutectic solution of NaK. The NaK was either NaK 78 (78 w/o K) or NaK 56 (56 w/o

K). D,ocumentation available did not clearly identify the eutectic, which was not of great

significance for the cleaning p.ocess. The NaK also contained unknown and unidentifiable

amounts of KO2 (Irotassium superoxide) which is potentially unstable and QQlosive.

Each bubbler was a welded 300 series stainless-steel container with copper inlet aIId

outlet pipes silver-brazed to the bubbler top Gigure 40). The outlet pipe included a filter
canister (containing a phedolic-paper filter). The inlet and outlet pipe flanges were

sealed with neoprene-gasketed cover plates. Seven of the ten bubblers had a

2-in,-diameter gasketed and sealed side port approximately half way up the side. The

port was added wheD th€ bubblers were drained and recharged dr.ring their use period. All

bubblers had a small-diameter drain line with a velded bellows valve and end cap at its

base. The bubblers were internally baffled alld included multiple layers of wire mesh to

direct gas flow and maximize orygen reDoval. Ftgure 41 illustrates a cross-sectional

view of a typical NaK bubbler.
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FigEe 38. NaK Purifier, Glove Box Location
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Figure 41. CtGs-Sectional viev of NaK Bubbl€r

P.ocess design for cleaning the bubblers (removal and disposal of the NaK) required

addressilg two potential hazards:

Chemical haza.ds associated with handling liquid metal and unknown
quantities of KO2, which is potentially er.plosive

Radiation hazards associated with handling intemal plutonium contamina-
tion.

The cleaning process and resultitg facility requirements were established in N704TI99065'

Plan for Disposal of NaK Bubblers from Nuclear Materials Development Facility,

building 055, by A. E. stewart and J. v. Leece (29 July 1985).
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The NaK-filled bubblers had been sealed and stored at the Radioactive Materials

Disposal Facility (RMDF) for 10 years. Prior to chemical processing' the nonessential

inlet and outlet piping was removed remotely at building 20 (Figure 42)' Rockweu

International Hot Laboratory (RIHL)' as a precaution atai!|st a possible KO2 reaction'

After removal of the inlet and outlet piping, the bubblers were transfered to and cleaned

at the NaK bubbler cleaning facility in building 055 (Figures 43 and 44)'

The bubbter cleaning process involved a combination of evaporation of sodium and

potassium at an elevated temperatrrre (900"F), steaming, and, finally, a water finse.

Figure 45 illustrates the nominal temperature and time character-istics of each phase in

the cleaning Process.

The process was designed to evaporate -95% of the metallic NaK by passing 900'F

nitrogen gas through the bubbler duting a period of about 40 h' The vapor-laden N2 gas

was passed through a water spray and a single-tray absorption unit (mixing vessel) to

precipitate out the metal as KOH and NaOH' The moistr're-laden gas was passed through

a demister to femove entrained moistufe and then thiough an absolute filter to prevent

any release of potential R/A material before being discharged into the atmospheie' The

liquid was collect€d in the s)atem reaction vessel aud periodicalty transferred to holding

tanks where it was neuiralized by sparging with CO2'

Upon completion of the hot nitrog€n evaporation phase, the bubbler containment

vessel and N2 gas temperature were dec.eased to <300"F' Dry steam was progiessively

introduced into the nitrogen stream and temperatures deereased until satrrated conditions

were achieved. The metals and oxides remaining were r€acted in the bubbler and carried

into the E6tem reaction vessel' At the end of the steam phase, the vessel was cooled to

212"F and H2O was added to the bubbler for a final rillse' Lastly' the vessel was flushed

with hot gaseous nitrogen to evaporate the residual H2O'
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Figure 42. Nonessential Pipint Removed Remotely from RIHL
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Following cleaning, the bubblers rxere suweyed and ve.ified as LSA waste and

returned to the RMDF for packaging and staging for shipment to a disposal site. The

process water generated during the cleaning of the bubblers, -1950 gal, was neutralized

with Co2, transferred to the RMDF, and evaporated; the residual solids were packaged

into th.ee 55-ga1 drums at the RMDF for shipment to a disposal site. Removal and

neutralization of the NaK from the bubblers was accomplished in June 1986,

N704ER990011, NaK Bubbler Cleaning Final Report, by P, H, Horton, describes the

cleaning process, presents the process data, and offeis recommendations for any similar

cleaning of radioactively contaminated NaK containeF,
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5.0 SCHEDULE AND COST

5.I SCHEDULE

Fuel fabrication programs terminated in late 1979. The facility was maintained and

a minimal carbide oxidation, SNM recovery, and glove box cleaning effort was performed

on a surveillance and maintenance level of funding. Negotiations with the SFMPO of
DOE-RL working through DOE-SAN began with trads-off studies and analysis of costs

versus length of schedule for decommissioning the NMDF. A significant savings could be

realized (-$1 million) by performing a 2-year program, but available yearly funding

limitations for the SSFL site dictated a schedule stretch out to 4 years. The decision was

made to proceed with physical decommissionilrg. Actual dismantlement would begin in

fiscal year (FY) 1983.

The Building 055 Decontamination and Deactivatiol Pla[ was completed in

September 1982. The plan defined the methods and techniques to clean out, discourect,

and package the glove box 'line and all associated ventilation and support systems. The

plan also identified the need for alr engineering study to determine the safest way to

handle ald dispose of l0 NaK purifiers used at the NMDF from 1967 to 1973. These

purifiers were extremely hazardous because of the plutonium contamination and the

explosive potential of potassium super oxide.

The decommissioning of Rockwell's NMDF began in Octobe. 1982 and was

completed in October 1986. Final surveys, waste shipments, and the final report we.e

completed by March 1987. The final schedule for the project is shown in Figure 45.

s.2 cosr

The o.iginal cost estimate of 8 October 1982 was divided into 1l major activities

and came to a grand total $4,230,000. The final cost was $4,438,000. Table 5 shows the

actual costs versus the original estimate for the 11 major activities' This information is

graphically presented ilt Figu.es 47 ald 48.
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TASLE 5

ACTUAL COSTS VERSUS ESTIMATED COSTS. D&D

With the exception of the glove box cleaning activity and the NaK purifier disposal

activity, all accormts were completed 20 ro 57oh under the original 1982 estimate. The

major contributors to the under-budget completion were the extremely low levels of
contaminatioo found in the glove box lirre support systems. The estimate was based on a

moderate cofltamination level that would requiae more containment measures, more

suit-up, and more cleanup of coltamination activity than was actually experienced,

Both the design and good maintenaoce practices of the glove box line and the overall

facility during fuel fabrication operations contributed to minimal decommissiodng costs

by limiting high levels of contamination to glove box interiors only. Secondary

colrtributors were the previous experience of the decontamination workers on other iobs

and improvemelrt of methods and techniques as the project p.ggxessed. The rectification

activity final estimate was under the original estimate because of a change of scope.

AI-DOE-13559

8 0ctob€r
1942

Estinate
($)

Cost
($)

*iii*o Cost at

($)

Glove box clerning and glove box

Tlinel cleaning and tunnel rerioval

Glove box packaging

LoFvolLrne exha!st .emoval

Liquid waste systen removal

Support areas decontanination and
utilities renoval

High-vol ume exhaust renoval

NaK purifier disposal

Final radiation suryey

iraste shipnent and handling

Facil i ty rectifjcation

1,092,100

335,400

369,700

87,100

221 ,640

46r,700

221 ,400

253,200

362,000

464,600

351,200

4,230,000

1,123,219

r85,941

2t 1 ,432

64,551

98,088

96,308

1,334,9r2

105,643

212,389

0

3,802,012

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10,623

91 ,311

144,973

t34,st l

72.952

454,436

1,t23,219

t85,941

211 ,032

64,557

98,088

369,923

96,308

r.345,535

19t,020

337 ,362

r34,511

4,256,448

31,|9
( 149,4s9)

(22,543J

( r23,5r 2)

(91 ,777)

(125,492)

( r64,980)

( r07,238)

(2r6,689)

26,448

3

-45

-26

-56

-24

-51

4tl

-46

-23
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The only activities that were over the origina'l estimate were the glove box and

remova'l activity by 3olo and the NaK purifier disposal (411%). The gross difference for the

NaK purifiers is a result of llot knowing the magnitude of the task until the engineering

study was performed in 1985. The original estimate assumed a minimum of equipment and

facility requirements from a very rough process outline. When the engineering study was

performed, a host of safety-related systems, equiPment, and facility requtements were

identified. A detailed report of the facility and process can be found in N704ER990011'

NaK Bubbler Cleaning Final Report'

The overall decommissioning effort is considered a very successful project. A

comparison of previous plutodum facility decommissioning costs versus building 055 costs

per fiz of facility is shown in Table 6. A major difference was the ability to reduce waste

to the non-TRU category by cleaning techniques proven early in the project. This allowed

costs to be reduced by 52 to 620/0 based on constant TRU disposal costs' TRU disposal

charges have actually increased ?60% during the period 1982 to 1986' The lessons learned

he.e have been applied to the planning and successful decontamination effort irl build-

ing 3?1 at Rocky Flats on the plutonium recovery option verification exercise (PRovE)

p.oject,

TABLE 5

COMPARISON DATA_GLOVE BOX DECOMMISSIONING PROJECTS

'GE and Y-{Ro figures not adjustod to 1986 dollars (i.e., inflation, transPortation, burial .ate,
or labor rrte incre.ses).
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G L'} Boxes
Eoxes(ftJ) Sys!em(frr) TRtl(ftr) L5A

(ftJ)
Cost

($)
Cost
($)

Di sposal
Charg€

($)

GE Fuel s Laboratory

Bui ldi ns 055 (N DF)

4,000
5,000
8,040

30
28

30

4,490
3,000

370

2,400
14,413
16,500

692

2,688
125

16,527

47r,000
r23,000
55,800

6r,000
224,400
r40,000 r00,000

GE Fuels Labo.ato.y

Building 055

$3,790,000 total

$4,000,000 total

t4,438,000 total

(conpleted 1982)

(conpl et€d l98l )

(conpl eted 1986)

Cost/Uni t Area

$948 ft2

$eoolrt2

$s52/f*



Table 7 shows the funding by FY for the decommissioning of building 055. The

schedule stretched out beyond the origiMl 4 years because of delayed funding and

- performance of out--of-scope tasks at the request and direction of DOE-SAN'

TABLE 7

FIJNDING BY FISCAI. YEAR, BIJILDING 055
D&D AND CO6T THROUCH FIsCAl- YEAR 1987

| $ (K)

FYle83 t $ r^
FY 1984 I 1,105

FY t 985 I 1,12s

Fy 1986 | 1,302

Fy l9s7 | 335

Total funding through 1987 | $4,438

AI-DOE-l 3ss9
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5.0 WASTE VOLIJMES GENERATED

The waste volume generated from the D&D of buildilg 055 is summarized below

(Table 8) and segxegatd into four groupings: (1) LSA solid waste, (2) LSA glove boxes,

(3) LSA tunnel sections, and (4) TRU.

TABLE 8

WASTE VOLI'MES GENERATED

Ar-DOE-135s9
q1

( ft3)

l. Lor. specific activity (LSA) I l0,4lo
2. Glove boxes (LSA) I 5,256

3. Tunnel sections (LSA) I 861

4. Transuranic (TRU) | 592

Total I 17,219



7.0 OCCUPATIONAT EXPOSURE TO PERSONNEL

The facility was operated in a radiologically controlled mamer' ANSI N13.12

(draft), DOE 5480.1, Chapter ltr, and other SNM licensing requirements established

guidelines for radiatior safety, industrial safety, and industrial hygiene throughout the

D&D project. In addition, Rocketdyne Standard Operating Policies and the Rocketdyne

Health, Safety, and Environment Procedures Manual were strictly adhered to for all

activities govemed by their requirements. The use of these operational guidelines were

continued from the project operations into decommissiolrillg operations.

Film badges were worn by all persons entering the radiologically posted areas.

These badges, which contained beta-gamma-sensitive film packets with the appropriate

shields for radiatio[ quality assessment, were processed quarte.ly by an independent

laboiatory and provided the legally documented recoid of external exposu'e.

Direct-reading pocket dosimeters were issued in conjunction with film badges duriog

certain operations at the discretion of the Radiation Safety representative' providing

additional control on planned radiation exposure'

Whenever operations were performed that posed a potential for significant

extremity exposure, paiticularly operations that required significant quantities of

americium 241, extremity monitoring was grovided. Fing€r ring film badges and/o.

thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDS) were utilized for extremity moldtoring.

Because of the nature of the facility operations, the primary radiation exposure

concem was the possible ingestion of alpha radiation. The facility operational and

decommissiooing procedures and controls cootained the alpha radiation hazard such that

there were no incidents of ingestion or contamination during the D&D operations' Those

operations that involved a potential for extremity or whole dy exposure from beta

and./or garnrna radiation were minimal, and the personnel performing those operations

were experienced ln o.posue-minimizilg techniques that further reduced the overall

D&D exposure to ionizing radiation to below mirfmum detectable limits'

Ar-DOE-l 3559
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Film badge dosimeter iesults foi peGons assitned exclusively to the facility du.ing

any Opical qw[ter xrere reported as 'M,r denoting that the dose equivalents were below

the limit of detectability of l0 mrem fo. those persons. Also, urilElyses for fissio'l,/

activation product andlor plutordum were performed; typically, the results were below the

appropriate minimum level of detectability for the analyses performd.

5708F/sjv
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8.0 FINAI FACILITY CONDITION

The total site has beeq decontaoinated and all R/A materials have been removed

from the site. Except for the boiler located in room 128, the emergency diesel generator

located in room 132, ald associated compressors and air conditioning units located outside

of the buitdiry on concrete foundations, the building inteiior has been stripped to the

vralls. Most of the equipment .emoved from glove box ilterio.s was disposed of as R/A

waste under the burial sriteria for TRU waste. All other d€tectable R/A material vras

removed, packaged, and sent to a licensed disposal site as LSA waste. Residual

contamiration in the facility is well below applicab'le limits specified by Annex B to

Special Nuclear Materials License No. SNM-21. The results of the final radiatioo survey

may be found in N704SRR990027, "Final Radiation Survey of the NMDF'" J. A. Chapman'

19 December 1986.
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9.0 LESSONS LEARNED

A .eview of the technical and managerial approaches takeo to accomplish the NMDF

decommissionilg indicates that, as in any Program, the total performa[ce could be

imp.oved if the project were to be repeated. This review has produced recommendations

that will be useful in future programs.

9.1 GLOVE BOX DECONTAMINATION

Several methods of glove box decontamilation rpere investigated, such as

electropolishing, dry and wet abrasives, and scouring with metal brushes. Ultimately,

decontamilration of the glove box surfaces was accomplished utilizing AIARA strippable

pailtt. This proved to be an effective and efficient method of suiface decontamination,

Surveys of the decontaminated glwe boxes ensured that they were not TRU waste and

were within the criteria of LSA waste. The glove bo)(es were, therefore, disposed of as

LSA waste.

9.2 NaK TREATMEI{T IN GIOVE EOx ATMOSPIIERE PURIFIERS

Disposal of the NaK in ihe glove box atmosphere puifiers, NaK bubblers, requi.ed

the installation of a special NaK dlsposal facility at the NMDF, incorporating remoants of

the facility utilities and liquid waste system. The NaK bubblers weie not otrly a problem

because of the chemical hazards of NaK but because trace quantities of alpha materials

were present, which required stringent containment. Because of the potential haza.ds

involved, all aspects of the process were conducted with extra caution and heavy emphasis

on safety. Based on the single incident involving small detonation during the .emote

removal of the bubbler inlet and outlet piptng in RIHL cell 1, it was demonstrated that the

extra safety piecautions taken were justified. Controlled vaporization of NaK and

reacting the NaK vapors with water in a controlled maDner proved to be a successful

piocess for disposing of contaminated NaK. AU aspects of the cleaning operation were

conducted safely, and all goals we.e achieved.
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9.3 STRUCTURIS DECONTAMINATION

It is r.ecommended that in the future, careful attention be paid to the possibility of

fixed contamination in painted surfaces, particularly fixed coltamination in the overhead

sfi.tctures. The overhead structures were surveyed for removable/smearable contami-

nation during the decommissioning activity. The final survey discovered fixed colltami-

nation in the paintd surfaces on the overhead structures' As a result, the additional

decontamination of the overhead structures was conducted inopportunely after the com-

pletion of the decommissioning operations during the final survey activities.
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